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Currently the Connexx software has two parts: 1) The ConnexxFitting Software 2) The Hearing Instrument/HI database. Its available in various versions (old and new). If you want to try a new SiFit/RexFit HF database, for e.g. you want to try out the new pure 7a, then you should
get the version that has it. Some of the older versions of the software (either Pure or SiFit) are usable but have more problems and are no longer supported. These older versions should be avoided. Connexx: The Connexx software is divided into two parts: 1) Connexx HF fitting
software (r) 2) The HI database. Connexx HF has various versions; some are able to update only the HF fitting software, some are able to update only the HI database. Some are able to update both. If you can only access the old version of the HF fitting software, please install
both Connexx HF and HI for both SiHAs and Rexton HAs. If you only have access to the new HF, then use only the one with the HI. If you only have access to the new HI and HF, then use only the one with the HI. So what is this electronics game I am talking about? Well you can

think of it as a high tech game of charades. Really its a sort of a hobby that some audiologists play. A friend of mine built a fitting software (similar to AutoLion) and someone hooked up a computer to his hearing aid and called it HiTek. I have seen a variant of it where you have a
hearing aid signal wired to a laptop with a wireless mouse to move the cursor to the right options. If I may so myself, what is really cool is that once you have fitted a few HAs you can automate the process so that you click a few buttons and then you would have a bunch of HAs

fitted. Connexx had an easier version of this; it was called CIROS. I personally dont think it was very good at automating very much because you ended up having to call up "program.exe" or "update.exe" a bunch of times. The only time I found that it worked really well was when I
was setting up Connexx firmware. In Connexx, what you generally do is you have an audio file that you play that goes through your fitting software; for example you may play a simple song over and over. This song is called a "training sound". The CIROS automated the process so

that over and over I would hear the fitting software ask if I was happy with the settings. If I answered "yes" then the program would continue, if I said "no" it would stop.
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